
THE CREATION summarised  
 
1. the state of the world is an expression of human consciousness.  
 
2. the state of human consciousness and the state of the world change from perfectly 
clear/harmonic to chaos. I like to describe the process of energy decrease/transformation 
with the term "entropy" (from order to chaos). It means an observable process: all matter 
goes from new to old, the house used to be new and becomes old, the car used to be new 
and becomes old... This "loss of energy" also happens to the human soul (consciousness) in 
the world of matter, to the extent that it identifies itself as a SPIRITUAL being with matter, 
its body ("I am the body and have a soul instead of "I am the soul and have/use a body as an 
instrument"). CAUSE/Creator/Soul and EFFECT/Creation/Body WERE CONFUSED. Thus the 
soul subjected itself unconsciously to the "loss of energy" of matter. 
 
3. the conscious soul-spiritual purification of human beings towards a clear divine cons-
ciousness must therefore precede the clearing of the physical world. The "descent" takes a 
long time, the consciousness ascent relatively short; the time of ascent/transformation is 
NOW. We are living in the transition from the old world to the new world.  
 
4. the clearing of human consciousness also has a purifying effect on the physical plane of 
creation according to the spiritual law "As above - so below". A total destruction of the 
earth does not take place. Relatively few transformed people ensure the transition into the 
new time, after they have previously achieved a new pure consciousness with God's tea-
ching, love, energetic help and their own efforts. The majority of souls go into the "resting 
place" of the soul world, also called the world of "salvation". In accordance with the increase 
in population, the souls then incarnate again, in each case when they fit in energetically.  
 
5. the new consciousness is free from disturbance; it is characterised by deep altruistic 
love, joy, happiness, harmony as well as deep inner and therefore also outer peace, etc. 
This is the new earth, the Golden Age. It is emerging in India. India is originally called Bharat. 
Paradise sounds similar, because both have the same root.  
 
6. Creation is therefore NOT a creation out of nothing, but always a new creation, a rege-
neration, or, if you like, a RESET, a return to the "state of delivery". From this follows: It is 
a CLOSED CIRCULATION of time. The idea of a cycle is much closer than the theory of evo-
lution (from nothing to nothing), especially since nature knows many cycles, such as the 
water and blood cycles as well as the planetary cycles.  
 
7. The closed nature of the cycle refers to an infinite number of identical cycles. Thus 
recognition is always recognition, such as dejà vu or visions of the future. Language is also 
full of clues: Discovering (freeing something hidden, already present from the covers) etc. 
 

     8. What role does GOD play? God never intervenes directly in physical creation. He Rege- 
     nerates human consciousness and the renewed human consciousness renews the world.    
     In this regard, I refer to my YouTube lecture entitled "THE CREATION IN CONNECTION WITH  
     THE QUANTUM FIELD", which I gave in Cambridge and Zurich a good two years ago:  
     https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rvOjJ6gAoGQ 
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